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Chapter 1 
IMWOJ!UQtIQI 
1 
Tissue regeneration refers to the processes or reparation 
which take place in response to injury. Althourh it has been 
the subject ot study by many tor centuries, little headway was 
made in the J>&•t• other than the description of the physical 
appearance ot the wounds. Even 1fith the advent ot more 
"scientific" tecbn1ques .• most or the investigations at this 
time were rather sharply restricted .• as the7 relied mainly 
upon morphologic observations at the light microscope level 
. (116). More often than not. thef tended to further contuse 
what was an alrea47 murky field. Systematic b1oohea1cal 
studies on the eubjeot were undertaken onl7 relatively recently. 
These earl7 studies revolved mainly around the 1dent1t1cat1on 
and quantification or various substances in the connective 
tissue involved. Much effort was devotee.I to the study ot the 
compositional changes during tissue regeneration, often with 
much preoocupat1on to encloor1nolog1cal etteets. Nevertheless 
the early investigators were well aware or the role protein 
played in tissue regeneration. and many detailed reviews or 
the subject were available (9, 88, 121, 159, 148). 
Tissue regenerat1on involves not only the production ot 
new cells, but also the S11'tthea1s of relatively large amounts 
--
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of protein (150, 157, )2, 24. 146), particularl7 collagen 
(112-115). Collagen 1• an extracellular protein (25)• In all 
'll:nown situations in which connective tissue repair takes place, 
the formation of the monomeric torm. ot collagen has been 
reported to take place in fibroblasts (6, 17, 116, 41, 111, 99)• 
Actual observations ot formation ot small amounts or collagen 
in cultured t1broblaats or epithelial origin have been reported 
(41, 2). Similar observations were also made b7 Rosa • .t1 Al• 
in subcutaneous implantation ot m1111pore tilter d1ttua1on 
chambers in guinea p1ga ( 111, 94 • 99) • 
Grillo detected a .S~ reduction 1n mesenohymal oells within 
the regenerating wound. He proposed that these mesenoh1JD,al 
cells located in areas adjacent to wounds and susceptible to 
irradiation served as a source or the fibroblasts (42, 35). 
Most recent eT1dence seems to indicate th.at t1broblasts 1n 
wounds, unlike 1n other si tuat1cma, appear• to be derived trom 
cells in the su:rround.1ng oonneot1Te tissue (142). 
Within 24 hou:rs arter wounding, the fibroblasts appear in 
the per1pher7 or wound.a, and beoom.e more numerous after about 
72 hours ( 121). This period ot intense proliferation or ti bro• 
blasts is parallelled by an inoreue 1n mucopol79accha.rides in 
the region or the wound. The mucopol7saocharide granules are 
not found in these cells. The amount ot muoopol7saooharide 
-decreases and the amount ot collagen increase• as tissue 
regeneration progresses (150, 157, J2, 24, 146), This phenone-
ma was noted by early investigators and was used as an index 
to measure the progress ot tissue regeneration. Accordingly, 
they measured the tensile strength of the regenerating tissue 
since it is purported to be directly proportional to the aaount 
ot collagen fibers in it (135). 
Collagen 1s characterized by a number ot unusual ph.ys1cal-
chem1cal characteristics. It baa a moat unusual amino acid 
composition in that 33~ of its amino acid residues are glycine, 
25~ are prol1ne and hydroXJ'pr011ne, and 11% are alanine (37, 25, 
86, 80). It is the only protein 111 mammals containing 111gn1-
t1cant amounts ot h)"drozyprol1ne (38), the basis tor determ1na• 
t1on ot amount ot co1lagen 1n tissue. It contains ne1ther 
oyst1ne nor tryptophan residues and. henoe exhibits ver1 little 
absorption at 280 au. The little absorption shown 1a due to 
the tyrosine content (<.1%)()8, 69, 97). 
Collagens are composed ot sub-units called tropocollagen 
(4'.}). Each tropocollagen unit 1n turn, 1s composed ot J 
separate peptide chains, two ot which are identical. Tropo-
collagen molecules from some species have been shown to be 
composed of 3 different peptide chains (22, 96, 9S, 89). 
0 Tropocollagen has been reported to be 2900 A long and to have 
--
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a diameter or about 14 A (7, J1). Its molecUlar weight has 
been variously reported to be about )00, 000 ( 97). Each oC-oha1n 
therefore has a molecular weight ot about 100,000, and. exists 
in a left-handed screw oontormat1on. The three peptide chains 
(2 oC1 and one o\2 ) then twine a.round eaoh other 1nto a coiled 
contormat1on about a common axis (25). The tropocollagen units, 
upon extrusion trom the cell, are polyaer1zed to large collagen 
fibers. 
During studies on the formation ct hydroxyprol1ne, small 
peptides or about J0.000 molecular weight have been identified 
which are the substrate tor hydl'oxylation (97,, 25., 116). These 
protocollagen peptides are probably the primary form which are 
synthesized by the oell and wh1oh are eventually pol1Jller1zed 
to tropooo11agen and form collagen fibers. 
The course of formation ot collagen 1a summarized. in the 
diagram on page 5. In regenerating wound tissue,. no ooli~gen 
can be detected during the first two dap.. A small but measur-
able amount or collagen is present in the wound tissue on the 
third and four '61 days. The collagen content ot the wound 
tissue begins to increase rapidly at five days after wounding,. 
and appears to reach a maximum at eight days. l'ollow1ng that,. 
it fell rapidly initially up to ten days, and then more slowly 
thereafter (1J7, 44} 
Amino Aolda t PeptWe oba1n •111theaia 
(~ptooollagen} (no lydro'Q'prollne) l l!Jd,ro:r:ylation 
PJrotocolla.gen. ( hJd.nxypnl 1nct ) 
l.l'l)l71'1e!'lsatlon 
Tltopoooll•aen 
l&'H.llua1cm hclt eell 
Tropooolla.pn 
1Polymeril11At1cm 
Sol\tble CollA'""8 l Pol111fl'1•fl1011 
C.llagen Plben 
s 
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The amount ot collagen in wound tiasue 1noreases w1th 
time and probably is tormed most extensively and rapidl7 at 
about 7•10 days atter wounding (1, 1)5, 18,15). Aocordingl7, 
the study ot collagen s:vnthesi• and break down during tissue 
regeneration bas been regarded aa a major aspect towards the 
understanding ot the m.eohaniams involved 1n wound tissue 
formation. The 1m.portance of nucleic acids in the bios)'nthesis 
of collagen becomes obvious. 
CUperason and :Brachet t1rst indicated that cells synthe-
sizing protein are r1oh in r1bonuole1o acid (10. 15), associat-
ed. m.a1nl7 with ribosomes (11), the active synthesizing site 
tor protein (54, 8). There 18 little reason to doubt that 
collagen synthesis follows this general pattern. 
The presence of nucleic ao1d tirmly fixed to gelatin 
(derived from collagen) was tirat reported by Stelgmann and 
others (1J2, 140, 156), However, the tirst evidence or RNA 
being involved in the synthesis of collagen was presented b7 
Spr1ngell. He found that the salt traotionat1on of skin 
yielded collagen fractions associated with RNA, and with little 
to no DMA. When 14c-glyo1ne was added to tetal lambs skin and 
incubated, the extracted gelatin from the r1bonuoleo-prote1n 
---
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traction was found to be radioactive (129). Prior treatment 
w1th r1bonuclease, resulted 1n a marked 1nh1b1t1on ot 
14c-glyo1ne 1ncorporat1on. However, it the pretreatment was 
with deoxyr1bonuclease. glycine incorporation was not inhibited. 
May observed that mesenchJ1Dal cells 1n the developing 
limb bud ot amphibian larva had a large number of cytoplasmic 
ribosomes (48, 49). Similar observations in wound healing 
and collagen formation was reported by Ross and Bend1tt (112, 
117 1 116. 115). Lowther. fractionated homogenized. carrageen1n 
granuloma tissue. previously incubated with 14c-prol1ne (71). 
These tumors form large amoun'8s ot collagen. The speo1t1c 
activity or the hJd,ro%7P?'ol1ne 1n uhe microsomal traction of 
these homogenates was many times higher than in the nuclei, 
mitochondria and cellular debris tractions. This radioactive 
hydroxyprol1ne was 1dent1fied to be contained in an early 
torm of collagen (71, 26). These studies susgested that the 
miorosomes are the primary site of collagen synthesis, despite 
its extra-oelluJ.ar deplo7J1ent. Similar observations have been 
reported by Prockop. J1 .i,, (104), who studied the intra-
cellular localization ot collagen aynthea1s in ohiok embryo 
incubated with 14c-prol1ne. Peterkotsky and Udentr1end came 
to the same conclusions from experiments on a system composed 
ot m1crosomes and soluble enz71les obtained from chick embryo 
8 
(92}. Using puromycin (which 1nh1b1ts the 1ncorporat1on of 
t-RNA bound am.1no acid into growing ribosomal pol7peptide), 
Manner and Gould reported that collagen synthesis was complete-
ly inhibited (72, 74, 75, 92). This work tirm.17 established 
the tact that collagen synthesis occurred on the ribosomes or 
the miorosoma.l fraction. 
The assembly of polypeptide chains during protein synthe-
sis occurs on clusters of ribosomes associated with messenter-
RNA Cm-RNA) in structures known as polyr1boaomee (20, )J, 61, 
40), Polyr1bosomes ean be rraotionated from cell homogenates 
by sucrose density gradient oentr1tugat1on techniques, and 
the assembly ot ribosomes on it can be disaggregated by mild 
treatment with ribonuclease (68 .A). It has been shown that 
labeled prol1ne oan be isolated from the pol,.ribosomal 
traction ot a ohiok embryo hoaogenate. 'l'hese prol1ne residues 
were peptide bound. Further it was shown that these nascent 
protocollagen polypeptides were attaehed to 1nd1v1dual ribo• 
somes or the polJTiboaom.e via t•RIU. molecules (74, 63 A), 
Revel and Hay (107 .A), studying thin sections or collagen 
forming fibroblasts, observed clusters or JS or more ribosomes 
attached to the endoplasmic reticulum.. This is interesting 
in that the distance between centers ot ribosomes in certain 
systems has been reported to be about 90 nucleotides. Henoe 
Pi 
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tor an oC-ohain of tropocollagen which ~equired 3.000 nucleo-
tides, one woUld expect, provided there were no subunits, that 
there woUld be about 35 ribosomes in a polyr1bosome unit. 
Later work has indicated. that smaller subunits of collagen 
probably are formed b7 the ribosomal mechanism (104). 
Bekhor J1 Al•• studied the effect ot aot1nomyo1n Don 
m-RNA •1'!lthes1s by measuring the rate of incorporation of 
L-14c-prol1ne in a rabbit emb170 skin (4 A). They detected. 
that the ant1b1ot1c has an 1n:e41ate and complete 1nh1bito17 
effect on the formation or protein-bound hydroXJ>proline. 
Incorporation of prol1ne and other amino acids into non-
oollagenous proteins however were only partially affected. 
This was interpreted as meaning that the collagen m•BNA was 
much more unstable than moat other m-BNA molecules (92). 
A similar stud7 was oon4ueted. by Bloom., using cul tu.red 
mouse fibroblast cells. It _,. found that the rate of aynthes1s 
of collagen and noncollagenous protein were about the same. 
They interpreted their data to mean all m.-BNA molecules had 
the same stab1lit7 (6 A). 
Smirnov,.li .i,., have also attempted to study the relation-
ship or RNA s711thes1s to collagen •1'Jlthes1s in fibroblasts 
invading polyvinyl sponges implanted. subcutaneously 1n rats. 
Fractionation ot the labelled RNA by gradient oentr1fugat1on 
10 
and chromatography on meth.ylated album1n columns showed the 
presence ot three rapidly labelled RNA components which might 
be of the messenger type (28). Tha.ohet, studied the rate of 
incorporation of S-3H-Ur1d1ne into RNA in regenerating wound 
tissue ot rats(1)5, 155). The experiment was carried out on 
the 8th day after wounding of the rats to oo1nc1de with the 
time ot most vigorous collagen SJUthesia. After extraction 
with phenol, followed by ECTEOLA rraot1onat1on, two rapidly 
labelled BNA tractions were isolated having the characteristics 
ot m-RNA. 
Immediately after wounding, considerable break-down of 
RNA takes place in the wound t1ssuef This process continues 
for several days thereafter ()7, 153, 1)7 A, 137 B). The total 
cellular BNA level in regenerating wound tissue begins to in-
crease rapidly at about the fourth day after wounding and 
reaches a maxiJl.UJll level in about eigh~'days (53, 153, 44a, 44). 
After this time the total BlfA oontent ot the wound. tissue 
declines graduall7. This deol1ne is probably a reflection of 
the increased collagen content and decreased number or cells or 
the wound tissue. 
In the cytoplasm, rapid break-clown ot m-RNA occurs (JS A, 
J6). The dilution of m-RNA in the cytoplasm by much greater 
amounts of other types of ribonucleic acids poses a major 
11 
problem with regard to isolation or native m-RNA (35 B). 
R1bonucle1o acids are synthes1zed primarily in the nucleus, 
from whence they migrate into the cytoplasm (40 A, 49 A). 
'l'he relative concentration of m-RNA in the nucleus is expected 
to be much higher than in the cytoplasm (J3). Bence the 
nucleus 1s a good site tor stud71ng the metabolism of various 
RNA fractions during tissue regeneration. Initial studies 
succeeded 1n separating two tractions of rap1dl7 labelled 
nuclear RNA (135, 155). 
Protooollagen has an unique amino acid oompos1t1on; )J% are 
glycine, 25~ are ))1'011ne and. h)droxyproline, 11• are alanine 
and 1<>% are glutamate ()8, 2.5, 97). The directing mechanism 
involved 1n assembling the pr1mar7 sequence ot amino ao1d in 
the peptide oha1n, the tr1-nuoleot1de codon, contributes to 
base composition of the m-RNA. The protooollagen monomer 
having such a highly peculiar amino acid composition inters 
that a •-RNA ot highly unique base composition would be 
involved in 1ts s711thes1s. 
Table I shows the amino acid composition of collagen and 
the codons involved in directing these amino acids into the 
peptide chain (38, 97, 118A). From the information in this 
Table, it was calculated that the m-BN'A required tor proto-
collagen synthesis wound have a G+C/A+u ratio of at least 
fABI·i l 
6HINQ A~ID CQMPQSIT!O!J CODONS Ali! 
saJ::CULA.%1Q !£+c/4+u BAiio OP SOLJiAGlf! 
Amino Acid Percent in Cod.on Maximal Minimal 
Collagen G+C A+u G+c A+U 
Gl;ro1ne 32.2 GGU• GGC, GGA., GGG 96,6 QO 64.4 32.2 
Prol1ne 22.3 ccu. CCC, Cc.A, CCG 66.9 o.o 44.6 22. '.3 
BydroXJ"pJ:'Oline 
Al.,.1ne 10.3 GCU, GCC, GCA, GCG J0.9 o.o 20.6 10.3 
Glutam1e Acid 9.9 GAA, GAG 19.8 9.9 9.9 19.9 
Serine J.4 AGU, AGC •' 6.8 3.4 J,4 6.8 
Valine 2.7 GUU, GUC, GUA, GUG 5.4 2.7 2.1 5.4 
Leuc1ne 2.1 cuu. cue. CUA, CUG 4.2 2.1 2.1 4.2 
Arginine 4.5 CGUt CGC, CGA, CGG 13.5 o.o 9.0 4.5 
.Aspart1o Acid '.3.1 GAU, GAC 6,2 ).1 3.1 6.2 
Lysine 2.4 AAA, AAG 2.4 4.8 o.o 7.2 
Phenylalanine 2.4 UUU, uuc 2.4 4.8 o.o 7.2 
Threonine 2.1 A.CU, ACC, ACA, ACG 4.2 2.1 2.1 4.2 
Tft+..a1 Q7.8 2c;9,3 ~2.9 161,Q 1-:tO.O 
G+c/A+u Ra.tin 7.9 1., 
.. Several amino acids round in only small quantities in collagen have not been 
1noluded. 
..... 
I\> 
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1.J and not more than 1.9. It is highly likely that an inter-
mediate ratio will be found in the protocollagen m-RNA. The 
uniqueness of this ratio may be appreciated. by comparison with 
other RNA moleoules of known base oompos1tion. which vary 
between o.8 and 1.6 (S4A, 61, 33, 29, 52, 58), 
Qb@.p1(er III 
THE PROPOSED STUDY 
14 
The principal aim of this study 1s an attempt to identity 
the messenger ribonucleic acid moleoule(sf involved 1n the 
b1osynthesis of collagen. Several criteria will be used. 
The first criterion to be used to point to the m·RNA 
fraction which is involved. in protooollagen aymthes1s will be 
the isolation and 1dentit1cat1on of that nuclear RNA traot1on 
which has an outstandingly high G+C/A+u ratio (68A, .S4A, 61). 
Secondly, a relat1onsh1p may be claimed between those nuclear 
m-RNA fractions which are formed and turned over rapidly at a 
time when collagen formation is most rapid (68 A). 
To accomplish the proposed study, groups ot rats will be 
given standardized wounds. 'l'he wounded rats will be kept on 
a protein-free, but otherwise adequate diet, 1n order to limit 
the rate of tissue regeneration. To identify the time of the 
most vigorous formation of collagen, regenerating tissue 
samples will be harvested on the 5Jc.b., 81n and 12lh day after 
wounding. This will involve the separation and quantifying 
of 1,200 samples of nucleotides, without mentioning the 
isolation and other procedures. At this stat' ot the investig-
ation, the problems ot the 5.!al day group will be tackled first. 
For studying the rate of formation of the various newly 
15 
synthesized nuclear RNA molecules. the rats will be given 
5-3H-Ur1d1ne at different time intervals betore collection of 
the wound tissue. The nuclei or the cells ln the wound tissue 
will be isolated by oentr1tugat1on or the homogenized tissue. 
The different types ot RNA in the nuclei will then be isolated 
by phenol extraction procedures at d1tferent pH values, The 
RNA in each extract will next be fractionated on an ECTEOLA. 
oellulose column. The constituent nuoleot1des ot the RNA 1n 
each traction will be separated by column chromatographJ'• 
Quanti:e&tive measurement ot each nucleotide will be ma4e. 
Qh!»W IV 
MATERIALS A.."® METHODS 
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The isolation of nuclear RNA, 1ts fractionation, and its 
character1zat1on. according to the criteria presented above, 
will be described in this chapter, 
An'm&J Sueqif1oat1gp. &DO Qare• 
Female, virgin rats ct Sprague Dawley strain were used in 
all the experiments, To ensure that they oould survive the 
trauma or wounding, only mature rats, weighing 200!20 gms, 
at the beg1nil1ng or the experiment were used, The rats were 
housed in 1nd1v1dual oages, Water was allowed Ii 11l~1~y 
(150, 151, 152, 155). Prior to wounding, the rats were fed 
rat chow (Teklad Incorporated, Monmouth, Illinois), 
The tissue in whioh the metabolism ot nuclear RNA was to 
be studied , was grown in standard experimental wounds, In 
order to detect any ohange 1n the pattern ot metabolism of 
nuclear RNA. the studies were conducted. at different intervals 
after wounding. A slow rate or wound healing was created in 
an attempt to achieve SJ'DOhrony and to accentuate the d1tteren• 
ces at different stages of wound tissue regeneration (147, 149, 
153. 151') • This was done by teed1ng a protein-tree diet 
(Nutr1 t1onal Biochemicals CorJ>0'1't ion, Cleveland, Ohio). 
During the experimental period, the rats lost about 20 to 30 gms 
17 
and showed general signs ot protein deficiency-. To guard 
against variations 1n metabolism arising trom seasonal changes 
and great d1ff'erenoes in population oompos1t1ons, all the 240 
rats involved in the 3tudy were purchased f'rom the same animal 
breeder at one time. The animals were housed ind1v1duall7 at 
one location under the same environmental conditions. All 
experiments were carried out at the same t1me (lJS, 155). 
Owing to the large number of samples involved, only the studies 
or the S!h day group of animals will be reported 1n this thesis. 
WgJU141ng ptoc84~;• 
After a period of stab111sat1on tor 2 to J days in 
1nd.1v1dual cages, the animals were anesthetized. with 25 m.g. ot 
pentabarb1tal per Kg. ot body weight adm1n1stered. subcutaneously. 
The rats were then kept in the cages tor 20 to JO minutes, till 
they suooumbed. completely to the anesthesia. The hair in the 
scapular region ot the rat was clipped and the outline of a 
4.0 cm. diameter disc was traced. The skin of' the marked. area. 
was then excised (1)5. 151, 152). The wound was blotted w1th 
cotton and gently wetted w1th alcohol. Generally, very little 
or no bleeding was encountered.. The animal was returned to the 
individual cages and allowed to rest. By the above method, a 
100% survival rate of the animals was achieved. Subsequent to 
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wounding. the animals were given the protein-tree diet. "'fo 
obtain un1torm dietary intake, each rat was allowed 11 gms. of 
food per day (147, 148, 149, 155) which was generally complete-
ly consumed. 
lilrve•~1ng gt l9iJIO. T&11••• 
'1'o study the metabolism ot nuclear RNA during tissue 
regeneration. experiments were conduated on the wound tissue 
at different stages ot regeneration. The animals in groups ot 
80, were weighed and &D.7 abnormal signs noted. The animals 
showed loss ot weight, lesion ot the eyes, scraggy and rough 
tur. Each rat was anesthetized as before with pentabarbital. 
After )0 minutes, 118 fC ot s-'H-Uridine in 0.05 I 
phosphate butter, at pH 7,3, was administered to each animal 
subcutaneously (76, 153, 155). At intervals ot 15, 30, 4S and 
60 minutes after the injection ot the labeled Ur141~e. the 
wound tissue from the rats in grou})ll of 20 animals at a time 
were harvested. The clotted fibrin aoab was removed, and the 
wound scrubbed. olean. The regenerated tissue was cut out 
oaretully without 1nolud1ng &111' underlying tissue (151, 152, 
154). Any blood on the excised tissue was blotted at once. 
The tissue samples were 1nmaed1ately trozwn in liquid 
nitrogen to prevent degradation ot the RNA by ribonuclease (19). 
The frozen tissues were stored individually in air-tight 
polyethylene bags at -1s0 c (147, 149). 
Is91at1on qt ¥1&Ql•1• 
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Regenerated wound tissue ls composed mainly ot collagen 
fibers criss-crossing each other and embedded in muoopol78aoch• 
ar1des and other ground substances. Wrapped 1n thts enigma 
are the small number ot fibroblasts which •1?lthes1ze the 
collagen and other cells. 
The isolation of nuclei tree from other celluJ.ar matters 
has never been an eas7 task (4; 12. 6), 66, 17, 120, 144). 
The nature ot the specimen and the or1t1oal experimental 
requirements imposed, rendered. the separation ot nuclei trom 
fibroblasts in the regeneratimg wound tissue the most ditt1cult 
and critical step ot the experiment. 
'l'he frozen wound tissue was weighed. All subsequent operat-
ions up to the end ot the phenol extraction step were carried 
out at 4°c or below, to prevent the degradation of BNA b7 
r1bonuolease (50, 14)). The trozeb tissue samples, 1n batches 
ot about S gms. each, were rendered brittle by further chilling 
in liquid nitrogen. They were then pulverized 1n a d27•1oe-
prech1lled steel mortar and pestle by repeated blows with a 
sledge hammer. The pulverized tissue was next transfered to a 
16 x 150 mm. p;yrex, Potter-Elvehjem homogenizer and 8 ml, ot 
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cold 0.25 ! s•crose solution containing 0.003 ! CaCl.2 prepared 
in 0.05 I ot Tris butter at pH 7.2 was added. With the pestle 
ot the homogenizer attached. to a drill press. the pUlverized 
sample was homogenized. tor about 10 minutes (151-155). 
The homogenate was auapended in 30 to 40 ml. of' the same 
sucrose solution and shaken f'or one hour. 'l'he suspension was 
centrifuged at 2,500 rpm tor )O minutes. The supernatant as 
well as the cellular debris on top ot it ns discarded. The 
residue wh1oh contained collagen fibers. nuclei and some un-
broken cells (16, 122, 151) was resuspended in 5 ml. or sucrose 
solution and turlaher homogenized tor 5 minutes. The homogenate 
was again shaken in 30 ml. ot sucrose solution tor 45 minutes, 
and centr1tuged at 2,500 rpm for )0 minutes. '!'he supernatant 
was decanted. 
Histological smears were made ot the residue. '?hey were 
then stained. by hematoXJ"l1n and eosln and examined under a 
light microscope. A8 reported. by '!'hachet, the residue contained 
intact and some broken nuclei, together with large amounts or 
collagen fibers (13S, 155). 'l'he presence or collagen 1n the 
preparation 1• ot no great concern, s1noe the method employed 
tor r1bonucle1o acid extraot1on will read.117 exclude 1t trom 
the extracts. Essentially no cytoplasmic material could be 
1dent1t1ed as being present. 
jP 
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6gueoWJ Pbenoi Egtr1ct1op gt RNA• 
The most extensively used methods tor extraction or RNA 1s 
that described by Kirby, Sibatani and others (JJ, 61, 124). 
The extraction depends on the partition of BNA. between aqueous 
buf'fer and 88~ phenol. The main Virtues ot this method are that 
1t yields relatively large amounts or undisrupted BNA molecules 
and it ••1N1Lrates RNA clearly trom DNA and protein. 
In our experiments, the nuole1 in the precipitates were 
lysed by the addition ot 2.0 ml. ot ~ sod1U.11 lauryl sulfate 
(135). The detergent also inhibited RNase activity and hence 
tao111tated the isolation ot BNA 1n the native state {JJ, 1J). 
The ruptured nuclei were suspended in 20.0 ml. or cold 0.05 11 
Tris butter at pH 7.2. 'l'o the suspension was added 20.0 ml. of 
88~ liquid phenol, and the m1xfntre shaken vigorously tor one 
hour in the oold. It was then centrifuged. at 25.000 x g tor 
45 minutes. The aqueous layer •• oaretully pipetted orr. The 
BNA in this solution as precipitated by the addiat1on of' 100 ml. 
ot 95% cold ethanol and. J drops ot 10% NaCl solution (135, 155). 
'l'he phenolic phase and residue was extracted three times 
more with Tris butter at the same pH. The relative amount or 
nuclear RNA isolated by successive extractions 1s shown 1n 
Table II. 'l'he extraction procedure could therefore be utilized 
as a primary tract1ona.t1on step. 'l'he aqueous phase containing 
Extraction 
1 
2 
) 
4 
5 
6 
1 
RMj'IV]j AMOt1Jit Qf lfi.!CLW RNA .ISOLATED l!I 
SUCC@I!i S'&CTIOU§ FROM fHENOL 
pH ot Butter RNA IN Extract 
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Percent 
(p.! Total Nucleotide) Yield 
7.2 
7.2 
7.2 
7.2 
8.6 
8.6 
8.6 
1.58 
0.53 
0.12 
0.22 
0.14 
0.03 
0.02 
59.8 
20.0 
4.6 
8.3 
2J 
the RNA from each extraction was precipitated separately 1n 
95% ethanol spiked with NaCl. After the 4lll extraction, the 
phenolio emulsion was extracted with 20.0 ml. of 0.05 ! Tris 
buffer at pH 8.6 as previously (151, 155). Three extractions 
were carried out at pH 8.6. Each RNA extract was again separate-
ly precipitated with cold 9S% ethanol. The RNA isolated in 
each extraction was different, as 1nd1oated by the different 
G+c/A+U ratios (Table VIII). 
According to data from Thachet (135), extractions at pH 
higher than 8.6 resulted in the extractions of mainly r-RNA. 
Since nuclear m.-RNA was the m.a!n interest ot this stud,y, no 
further extraction with pH higher than 8.6 was undertaken. 
After standing overnight in the cold to allow tor complete 
precipitation. the RNA precipitate was centrifuged down at 
2,500 rpm. :ror JO minutes. The residue was resuspended, 
freeze-dried and stored in the cold. 
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Nucleotide Amax Molar Extinction 
Coett1c1ent 
-1 -1) (l .!1 .cm • 
. 
UMP 260 9.600 
GMP 257 11,aoo 
CMP 279 13,000 
AMP 257 14,900 
2S 
~CTEOLA Column ltfj941on1tign Rt iNA• 
Currently, the principal methods available tor the traot1on 
ation ot RNA are gradient oentrit"ugat1on (73, 145) and chroma-
tography on DEAE-cellulose (90, 91, 9), 1)1, 1)4), sepbadex 
(J, 52, 59, 157, 81), Methylated album1m (28, 55, 82, 10)) or 
ECTEOLA cellulose columns (1)1, 1)5, 155). Each of these 
fractionating procedures has drawbacks and does not result in 
the 1solat1on ot pure species or RNA. In this laboratory, 
ECTEOLA cellulose has been round to give the most oons1stant 
reaults and the best resolution tor nuclear RNA. 
'l'he type ot RNA eluted trom the ECTEOLA column will depend 
on the concentration of L1Cl solution used. Eaoh eluted 
traction may be expected to contain :more tb&n one typet: ot RNA. 
Two t~tors attect the G+c/A+U ratio ot the RNA in eaoh eluted 
ECTEOL.A. traction. In the phenol extraction procedure, ditterent 
types ot RN.A. are extracted in each d1tterent extraction. Besides 
the distinct types, there is certain amount ot oarry-over ot 
RNA from. the previous extraction, due to obaraoter1at1os ot 
11qu1d-l1qu1d extraction. RNA tractions eluted trom EC?EOLA 
with different concentration or L1Cl may be expected to have 
different G+C/A+O ratios and d1tterent rates of turnover. 
ECTEOLA was prepared by suspending, with gentle shaking, 
4 to 5 gms. of the anion exchanger (med1u:m mesh. o.4 mg/gm. 
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capacity) in 300 ml. or 0.05 li Tris butter at pH 7.2. After 
settling tor 15 minutes, the cloudy supernatant was discarded 
The cellulose derivative was reRuspendecl in 300 ml. of the saae 
buffer and washed a second time. After the second wash, the 
ECTEOLA cellulose 1n a thick slurry was poured into a funnel 
attached to a 30.0 x 1.0 cm. column with a sintered glass disc 
at one end. The column was filled with Tris butter, and the 
cellulose was allowed to settle by gravity. After settling tor 
3 to 4 hours, the colwnn was washed by running about SOO ml. of 
0.05 I• pH 7.2 Tris butter through 1t. The t1nal settled 
ECTEOLA cellulose bed. was 15 a. 1n height. The tlow rate 
through the column was regulated to be about 30 al. per hour. 
The RNA precipitate obtained troa each phenol extraction 
was dissolved in 5.0 ml. of 0.05 I Tris butter at pH 7.2. The 
total absorbance ot the sample was deterained at 260 mu in a 
Cary 15 spectrophotometer. The sample was loaded onto the 
ECTEOLA oolwnn which had been connected to a O.) ml. capacity 
flow cell placed in the Cary 15 spectrophotometer. The aNA 
sample was eluted with 0.2 1. o.4 I and o.6 !J.LiCl in 0.05 I. 
Tris butter at pH 7.2, and 1.0 IL1Cl in 0.051:1 KOH, reapeot1ve-
ly. The elution or the sample was continuously scanned at a 
wave length of 260 mu. 
The separated RN.A tractions were collected 1nd.1viduall7 
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and prec1p1 tated in cold 95% ethanol spiked w1 th 2 drops of 10% 
NaCl as described above. The preo1p1tat1on step served to 
concentrate the RNA and to remove the L1Cl. 
ftvdrolrsis ot RNA• 
To determine the base eompos1t1on ot the RNA tractions so 
that the ratios of nuoleot1de baaes could be calculated. a 
reliable method or hJdrolp1s or the au. samples was required. 
Various methods or bJdrolJ'S1S were tried. Yeast RNA was suspend-
ed in 6 I HCl and heated in a boiling.water bath tor one hour. 
The resultant hydrol7sate when i>aaaed through a Dowex 50W-X4 
oat1on exchange column and monitored. at 260 mu b7 Cary 15 
spectrophotometer showed only one broad peak on the chart. It 
was later found that h7drolJ'S1• with 6 I HCl caused loss or 
purines (21, 118), H74rol791s with 1.0 I NaOH caused deam1nat1on 
ot some bases. eapec1all7 07tid7lic ao1d, as well as loss ot 
some adenylic and ur1dyl1c acid (JO, 84, 83, 1A, 64, 65). 
In the method r1nall7 adopted. the RNA precipitate was 
suspended in 0,5 to 1.0 ml. of 0.1 I MaOH·(30, 76, 64, SJ), 
The tube containing the suspension was sealed w1 th parat1lm and 
maintained at J7°C tor 18 hours, with occaa1onal shaking. The 
hydrol7sate was neutralized. with HCl and flash evaporated to 
dr;vness. The val1d1 ty or this procedure ot hydrolysis ot RNA 
1s discussed under the next heading. 
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Separation and UV S~§Qi21P'!OQpl Qf LiHQlto1(1des of BM• 
To ident1t7 a RNA moleoular traction the base composition 
had to be determined. Sera1dar1an and Ste1ner (lJJ) had made 
use ot the differences 1n absorban.07 or nucleotides at various 
pH values and used the absorbanc7 at characteristic wavelengths 
to determine the approximate base oomposit1ons of mixtures 
(60. 136). Reid and Pratt, and later, Vas1lenka and Lee .d. Ai·, 
have used computers to resolve the spectra ot nucleic acid 
hJd,rol7zates into their components (67, 107, 1J9). Gusohlbauer 
J!i Al.· • and Pratt n .... using l 1near programming have claimed 
. 
that the base composition can be ~etermined exactl7. and 1n the 
latter case, even without recourse to h7drolysis (45, 100), 
Claims have also been made by a group in China about 
solving the base composition problem with tour simultaneous 
equations (68). As will be evident in the next pa+agraph, 
these methods have either proved to be unreliable or totall7 
erroneous. Several ot these methos were tried in this labora-
tory. Under the best oond.1t1ons mixtures ot pure nucleotides 
could be measured with 1 or 2% enor, and at worst )0 to 40% 
error, ot the actual base oompos1t1on ot the mixture. Even the 
linear programming method which made use ot a library or 
spectra or different ratios ot the tour nucleotide• had been 
admitted by Pratt to be applicable only to certain special 
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oases (100, 109). It the~ turns out that the only reliable 
method is to measure the ind1v1dual nucleotides atter separation 
from each other. 
The method tinally adopted to separate the nucleotides 
was a. mod1f1Gat1on or that developed by Katz and Comb (.5?). 
About 5 gm. of Dowex 50W-X4 resin, (200 to 400 mesh) was 
suspended in 100 ml. of deionized water. It was allowed to 
de-gas and equ111brate tor 2 to J hours. After decanting 
most ot the supernatant, the slurry was poured into a 1x12 cm. 
column. The settled resin bed shoUld be about 7 cm. in height. 
With the reservoir attached, the column was washed with about 
JOO ml. of deionized H2o. It was then treated with 200 ml. ot 
0.05 I. BCl.. The nucleotide mixture trom eaoh hydrolyzed 
fraction was dissolved 1n 1.0 ml. of o.os I HOl. and 10.aded onto 
the column which was attached to a 0.3 ml. oapao1t7 Beckman 
flow cell in a Cary 15 spectrophotometer. The colwm was first 
eluted w1 th o. 05 I HCl and was oont1nuousl7 scanned at 260 mu. 
The chart speed on the record.er was set to run at one division 
per 2 minutess the flow :rate or the coltuL~ was regulated to be 
not more than 1.0 ml. per minute. 'l'he first 9.5 ml. of the 
eluate collected. contained a1l the uridine monophospbate loaded 
on the column. After this, all the guanos1ne monophosphate 
was eluted and contained 1n the first 7.5 ml. of the B2o effluent 
JO 
In the next 25.0 ml. of the B2o effluent were contained. both 
oyt1d1ne monophosphate and a.denosine monophosphate. The pattern 
or elution 1s shown in Fig. 1. When the absorbance switch ot 
the Cary 15 was set at O.OO to 0.10 full scale, this Dowex SOW•X4 
column was able to separate the nucleotides trom a sample as 
small as 5 to 10 ygm. of RNA hydrolysate. This method was 
round to be well suited to analyze the meager RNA samples 
derived from regenerating tissue. 
Nucleic acids absorb light in the tar ultra-violet region. 
This property is inherent to the purine and pyrimidine bases 
(78, 100, 107). Generally in assessing the concentration ot 
an RNA sample, one measures the opt1oal density at 260 mu. 
However, very often one encounters a hypoohromio effect 1n the 
presence of secondary structures or RNA (21). The hypoohromicity 
is a function of various energy transitions arising from inter-
actions between the baaes ( 78), and may cause a decreased. 
absorbance of up to 355(. Upon hydrolysis, the hypoohromioit7 
disappears due to rel ·••• or restriction on electron orbitals 
of the bases imposed by the })011'!lUCleot1de structures (,36, !)1, 
138, 79). Hence pr·br to determination or the concentration of 
1he nucleotides, the RNA fractions obtained from ECTEOL.A were 
subjected to complete hydrolysis. 
Acid and base catalyze the hydrolysis ot RNA in the pH 
Ftp;. 1• Elution profile or nuclear RNA hyd.rolysate on 
Dowex 50 w-X4 column. Fraction A • UMP, B • GMP, 
C •AMP & CMP. 
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range or 1 to 13 (30, tA). Above pH 12, only 2 - and J -phos-
phates are formed (84). At moderate to high salt conoentrat1ons, 
RNA bases exhibit stacking ettects which protoundl7 1ntluences 
the rate and degree or hydrolysis ot B.Hl (65, 106). This etteot 
is negligible at pH 13 and at an ionic strength ot 0.1. 
Accordingly. the RHA tractions obtained trom ECTEOLA column 
were hydrolyzed "lt h O~ S ml .• ot 0 .• 1 .I NaOH .• 
Different ""8ea. and their nucleos14ea and. nucleotides, 
possess ditterent abaorption sp•otra. At pH•1, maximal absorp-
tion ot )'-AMP, )'-UMP, 3'-GMP and J'~cMP occurs at 25?, 260, 
257 amt 279 llJl• respeotiTel;y (1)3.ge 24), The prox1m1t7 ot the 
wavelengths at which maximal absorbance occurs creates serious 
spectral anomalies due to the overlapping or the absorption 
bands (27). It is then well nigh impossible to resolve the 
spectral data ot a mixture or nucleotides into its individual 
components ( 56), 
To measure the base composition ot the RlfA tractions, 
individual nucleotides were separated by the Dowex 50W'!"X4 
column as described aboTe. The identity ot each nucleotide 
was verified by its absorption spectrum in 0.05 I HCl, The 
amount of each nucleotide isolated was oalcul.ated from the 
absorbance at the Amax. in o. OS !! HCl. The UMP nucleotides 
obtained trom the nuclear RNA tractions were saved tor the 
lJ 
determination of its rad1oact1v1t7 atter the absorbance waa 
measured. 
The measurement or GMP and UMP were made directly from the 
respective standard curves ot absorbs.nee vs, nucleotide concen-
trations (Pig, 8 & f on page 81-2 ), Illd1v1dual spectra o'f' .AMP 
and CMP overlap each other cons1derabl7. Bence in a mixed 
spectrum ot AMP and CMP, the total optical densities at 257 
and 279 m~ cannot be taken as the optical densities ot pure 
AMP and CMP• respect1vel7. As indicated. before. these two 
nucleotides are eluted together trom the Dowex ,SOW-X4 column. 
The respective absorbances, however; oan be resolved by the 
• following s1mUltaneous equations• 
where•-
A2S79 A257,AMP + A257.CMP 
A.279• A.279 ,AMP + A279, CMP 
.A.257• Total absorba.nce ot mixture at 257 m~, 
A257 .AMP• Absorbance or AMP in mixture ~t 257 mp • 
.A.257 .cMP• Abaorbanoe or CMP 1n m1:x:ture at 257 mµ, 
A279• 'l'otal absorbanoe ot mixture at 279 mµ, 
.t.279 ,'AJrJ?• Absorbanoe ot AMP in mixture at 279 mJl• & 
A279,cMP• Abaorbanoe or CMP 1n mixture at 279 mp. 
J4 
Solving the two simultaneous equations, we get 
A • 2 • 32 <Az5z> - A222 257,AMP 2.oa 
From the calculated absorbanoes, the corresponding concentrations 
or AMP and CMP can be determined from the respective standard 
curves ot absorbance vs. nucleotide oonoentrations (on page 83 
and84>• 
D?g. Deter111nai12n1 
To compare the state o• th• wound tissue at ditterent 
stages or tissue regeneration, one approach is to count the 
JIUDlber or oells per unit of wound tissue. Similarly, to compare 
the level ot RNA in wound tissues at ditterent stages or regenera 
t1on, it is necessary to compute the speo1t1c yield or RNA 1n 
terms or some stable frame of' reference. These problems were 
approached by studying the DNA oontent ot the wound tissue 
which 1s constant per cell and 1s directly proportional to the 
number ot cells 1n the tissue. 
The DNA content or the wound tissue was deter.rained by the 
d1pheJ17lamine method (JO, 84), The DNA content is not affected 
by the extraot1on with phenol. This aliquot of the isolated 
nuclei, as described above, was suspended 1n 5.0 ml. or 2% citric 
ac1d. The other aliquot or isolated nuclei was used tor the 
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extraction of RNA with phenol (7 Extractions). The DNA in the 
residual phenol was precipitated in 50 ml. ot anhydrous ether. 
After centrifugation, the preo1p1tate was washed twice with 
30 ml. of ether and dried. The DNA content of both the nuclei 
suspension and the ether precipitate was assessed as described 
in the next paragraph. 
1'o a weighed aliquot ot ether preo1p1tate was added 
5.0 ml. of 2~ citric acid and 2.0 ml. ot 2~ trichloroacetic 
acid. The suspensions were then placed 1n a water bath at 
0 90 C tor JO minutes, with occasional stirring. This hydrolyzed 
the nucleic acids to their nuoreotides and precipitated the 
proteins. The hJdrolysates were then oentr1tuged at 2,.500 rpm 
tor )0 minutes, The supernatant was pipetted ott. Into a set 
of test tubes were added 2.0 ml. of water and 2.0 ml. or the 
supernatants, respeotivel;r. 4.0 ml. ot diphen7lam1ne reagent 
consisting or 1.0 gm. of d1phen,ylam1ne dissolved in 100.0 ml. 
ot glacial acetic acid and 2.75 ml. ot concentrated sulturic 
acid was then added to each ot the tubes. The tubes were next 
placed 1n a bo111ng water bath tor 10 minutes with oocas1onal 
st1rr1ng, A blue color was detected 1n the sample containing 
DNA nucleotides, D1phenylamine is specific tor the d.eoxyr1bose 
moiety of the nucleotides1 the presence ot a117 RNA nucleotides 
is or no concern. After cooling, the absorba.noe ot the samples 
J6 
were determined at 600 mp 1n a Beckman DU spectrophotometer, 
us1ng the water sampl.e as the blank. The concentration ot DNA 
ot the solution was then evaluated on a standard curve ot 
absorbance vs. known DNA concentrations (Pig. 2). From the 
weight of the tissue sample, the speo1t1o yield of DNA (mg.DNA/ 
unit tissue weight) can be assessed. Specific yields of RNA 
of dltf erent stages ot regenerating tissue oan be computed as 
unit RNA per unit weight or DNA.· 
Data in Table IV indicates that there 1s no loss of DNA 
during the extraction with phenol. 'l'he DNA content of the wound 
tissue nuclei was therefore measured after the extraction ot 
RNA by phenol. 
U 1 tY 
Ef PEQT or PB&QL EXTMQZ69N QN P?JA co12amtiOH 
IN LIVJB NUCLlU. AS DE'UJUINED BX DIPUNXkAMIHE MIDQD• 
&ample Treatment 
ot Nuclei 
DNA Recovered from 
Suspension ot Nuclei 
(nag./j.O ml. Aliquot 
1 untreated 76.4 
• (~enol Extracted) ?6.4 
l\ie 21 Standard curve or DNA, expressed as abaorbance 
at 600 mp vs. ooncentrat;1on as determined b7 the 
D1phen7lam1ne method.. 
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Liquid Soint1llat1gn Cqun~•ns of UMP• 
m-RNA has a muoh higher rate of turnover than r-BNA. This 
fact can be employed to differentiate a traction of m•BNA from 
non-messenger RNA fractions having comparable G+C/A+U value. 
The UMP nucleotide in 1.0 ml. of 0.05 ! BCl from the base 
composition determination step was added to 10 ml. of counting 
fluor containing S gms, ot PPO and 100 gms. of naphthalene per 
liter of solution in d1oxaae. The whole sample was contained. 
in a low potassium vial. Atter 30 minutes of dark adaptation, 
the samples were counted in a Beclanan LS-250 liquid se1nt1lla-
tion counter with a pre-set tritium counting window. Quenching 
was corrected automatically. Since the amount ot nucleotide 
and hence, the activity, dealt with in this case was so low, 
each sample was counted tor 50._o minutes, which would make the 
re11ab111ty of the counting about ~. After subtracting 
back-ground activity from the counts of the samples, the 
specific activ1t7 of each sample was computed 1n terms or counts 
per minutes per jjH UMF. Specific aot1v1t1es ot eaeh traot1on 
was then plotted against minutes after the subcutaneous injeot1o 
ot 5-JH-Ur1d1ne. Each RNA traction was then studied on the 
basis of its G+c/A+U ratio and its rate ot turnover. For 
1dent1t1cat1on ot possible matching tractions, seemingly 
similar curves were superimposed on each and studied 1n con-
39 
junction with their G+c/A+U ratios. 
Qb@ptei: V 
BJ§ULW AND DI§OUSSIW§ 
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The change 1n night ot the experimental an1mals 1s shown 
in Table v. The rats lost about 25 gms. during the e:r:per1m.ental 
period following wounding. The yield ot wound tissue and the 
DNA and RNA content of this tissue is also shown in this Table. 
The yield trom each phenol extraction ot nuclear RNA of 
the regenerating wound tissues of rats on the titth day atter 
wounding are shown in Table VI. To stlld.y the rate ot turnover 
ot different tractions ot RHA, the regenerating wound tissues 
were harvested at 1.5, )0, 4.S amt 60 Jl.inute intervals atter 
subcutaneous administration ot 118 ~C of 5·'R-Ur1dine. Percent 
yields of RNA per extraction are shown in Table VII. The per-
centage of total nuclear RBA 1n the wound tissue cells S days 
after wounding is relatively constant in the pooled samples 
obtained at the tour intervals after ad.ministration of labeled 
ur1d1ne. The general pattern of decreasing amounts of RNA 
extracted in successive extractions are 1n agreement with the 
principle of l1qu1d-11qu1d extraction procedures. Prom previous 
considerations, it seems likely that different mixtures ot RNA 
are extracted in successive extractions. 
In a preliminary experiment involving 10 rats, the wound 
tissue was allowed to regenerate tor 8 days. All experimental 
conditions and procedures employed were the same as described 
Sample* 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
* Sample I 
TABLE V 
SPECIFIC AMOUNTS OF DNA AND .NUCLEAR RNA IN DIFFERENT 
GROUPS OP S DAY OLD REGENERATING WOUND TISSUE 
Number Weight at Weight After Wound Amount of 
of Rats Time of 5 Days Tissue DNA 
Wounding (gms •) (gms.) (gms.) (mg/gm) 
20 211 189 34.1 J.08 
' 
20 205 179 )7.J 2.20 
20 210 184 38.4 1.85 
20 210 178 38.1 2.36 
Amount of 
Nuclear RNA 
( o.D.fmg.DNA) 
7.29 x 10-2 
5.47 x 10-2 
9.47 x 10-2 
a.26 x 10-2 
• wound tissues harvested at 15 minutes after administration of 
5-3H-Ur1d1nes II= 30 m1n.1 III• 45 m1n.r IV• 60 min. 
Extracts 
1 
2 
J & '4 
5 
6 & 7 
Total 
T@LE VI 
RECOVERY OF NUCLEAR RNA IN 
SUCCESSIVE PHENOL EXTRACTIONS* 
Extraction Absorbanee ( 260 mp 
at pH I** II III 
7.2 3.848 2.524 3.342 
7.2 1.070 0.712 0.728 
7.2 0.542 0.618 0.801 
8.6 0.314 o.403 0.900 
8.6 1.873 0.234 0.962 
7.647 4.491 6.733 
) 
IV 
J.804 
1.131 
0.705 
o.427 
1.363 
7.430 
* Expressed as absorbanee at 260 mp of total RNA in each 
tissue sample 
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** I = Wound tissues harvested at 15 minutes after administrat-
ion of 5-3H-Ur1d1ne; II= 30 min.s III= 45 min.r 
IV • 60 min. 
'!'ABLE VII 
YIELD OF RNA IN PHENOL EXTRACTS* 
Extracts % Yield Of RNA Per Extraction 
I** II III IV 
1 50.3 56.2 49.7 51.2 
2 14.o 15.8 10.8 15.2 
J &: 4 7.1 ' 1J.8 11.9 9.5 
5 4.1 9.0 13.4 5.7 
6 & 7 24.5 5.2 14.) 18.J 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
* Expressed as percent ot total RNA in all extractions of 
the same tissue sample 
** I • Wound tissues harvested at 15 minutes after adminis-
tration ot S•JH-Ur141nes II• 30 m1n.r III• 45 min.1 
IV • 60 min. 
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above, except that the animals were fed regular rat chow after 
wounding. Extraction datd, as shown 1n Table VIII confirm the 
observation that different types of RNA are extracted in 
successive phenol extractions. The amount extracted in the 
first 6 extractions 1s approximately the same as obtained trom 
the nuclei of wound tissue grown for 5 days (Table VII). 
Table VIII also shows that 3 extracts have part1cUlarly 
high G+c/A+U ratios (9.8, 5.0 and 6.9). This data suggests that 
these extracts may contain considerable amounts of the m-RNA 
involved 1n the synthesis of protocollagen. The G+C/A+U ratios 
of Extracts No. 1 and 6 suggest'that they contain much r•RNA. 
By the same cr11:erion, the other extracts seem to consist 
largel7 of m.olNA. involved in the synthesis ot cellUlar proteins 
( S4A • 3 3. 29 ). 
A comparison of G+c/A+U ratios or the phenol extracts is 
shown in Table IX. The most notable differences occur in 
Extracts No. 2 and J-4. There appears a dramatic 1nerease 1n 
the ratios on the 81',h day. Interestingly enough, the synthesis 
of collagen is much more vigorous on the 8Jch than on the 5lh 
day after wounding. This turther suggests that the m-BNA tor 
the synthesis or protoeollagen may be found in these extracts. 
Base composition of each traction of nuclear RNA obtained 
from the wound tissue or the tour groups of rats (1e., those 
4.5 
WJ<E VilI 
RECOVERY OF NUCLEAR RNA FROM 8 DAY OLD WOUID TISSUE* 
Extracts Extraction Total :i ot Total G+C/A+U 
At pH Nucleotides Nucleotide Bat1o 
( pM } 
1 7.2 1.58 52.7 1.5 
2 7.2 0.53 17.6 9.8 
3 7.2 0.12· .:h9 5.0 
4 7.2 0.22 7.4 6.9 
5 7.2 0.05 1.s 0.7 
6 7.2 0.08 2.7 1.3 
7 8.6 0.14 4.6 0.3 
8 8.6 0.03 0.9 0.9 
• 8.6 9 0.02 0.7 o.6 
10 8.6 0.09 3.0 o.B 
11 8.6 0.07 2.5 o.s 
12 8.6 0.07 2.3 0.7 
Total 2.99 100.0 
* Expressed as total nucleotides 1n each extract 
r 
--------------------------------------------------------
TABLE IX 
COMPARISON OF G+C/A+U RATIOS OF CONSECUTIVE PHENOL 
EXTRACTS OF NUCLEAR RNA FROM WOUND TISSUES HARVESTED 
ON THE FIFTH AND EIGH'l'H DAYS AF'?EB WOUNDING 
Extract G+C/A+U 
5•Da;y 8-Day 
1 1.~ 1 • .5 
2 1.5 9,8 
:3 &: 4 1.4 6,9 
5 1.1 0.7 
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saorif1ced at 15, JO, 45 and 60 min. after adm1n1strat1on ot 
.5-JH-Ur1d1ne) on the 5.1al day after wounding are tabulated in 
Table XII to XV (see appendix). For convenience, thJI tractions 
are coded. The (A+U) and (G+O) content or the above tractions 
are shown 1n Table XVI-XIX (also 1n appendix). The G+C/A+U 
ratio ot eaoh of the fractions of nuclear RNA isolated is shown 
in Table x. W1th1n experimental error, the G+C/A+U ratios ot 
the RNA fraotions obtained by identical proeeedures should and 
do show a high degree of correspondence. Thus, tor example the 
G+C/A+U ratio of Fraction C trom Extract 1 (1th 1C) obtained at 
15, JO, 45 ar 60 minutes after ad.ministration or S-JH-Ur1d1ne 
varies between 1.28 and 1.3f. 
The rate of turnover of each nuclear RNA. fraction is shown 
1n Figures 3.7. The G+C/A+U value to a certain extent provides 
a means of identifying a RNA fraetion. Established G+C/A+U 
value of known cellular m-BNA is about 0.7,to.3 and tor r-BNA 
is about 1.s±o.3 (29• 33, 54A, 58). To turther oont1rm the 
identity or ~A fraction, it 1s neoessary to study its G+c/A+U 
value in conjunction with 1ts rate of turnover. Messenger RNA 
fractions have much higher rate of turnoVJtr than r-BNA tractions 
{ 14 , .54A , 8 5 ) • 
As shown in Table XI, Fractions 1 A, 2 A, 3-4 A, 5 A and 
6-7 A, have average G+C/A+U values of 0.2±0.07. These tractions 
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TAJ&! X 
Cg&JJ.AQtlJISi12 g+~LA+Y V~UJI! Of: !Y~W BM lM£tIQHS 
QB!AINl2 BY GR&lll!N! ~UTIQN lBOM i~EQI4 "gtpg 
Jl'ract1on* G+C/A+U 
15 m1n. .30 min. 45 a1n. 60 m1n, Average 
1 A 0.12 0.15 0.1) 0.38 0.13 
1 B 1.02 1.45 0.99 0.95 0.99 
1 c 1.36 1.38 1.30 1.28 1.)J 
1 D 1.42 1.71 1.35 1.72 1.ss 
2 A 0.20 0.13 0.26 
------
0.20 
2 B 0.60 0.87 0.73 o.s2 0.76 
2 c 1.ss 1. 3.3 . 0.59 1.14 1.35 
2 D 1.4) 1.62 
-9'--- 1.11 1.59 
3-4 A o.48 0.11 0.1) o.)4 0.27 
J-4 B 0.30 0.73 
-----
0.35 0.33 
)-4 c 0.94 1.20 2.01 1.05 1.06 
3-4 D 1.68 1.59 1.74 1.72 1.68 
SA 0.14 0.20 o.oa 0.21 0.18 
.5 B 0.10 0.36 o.43 0.29 0.36 
s c 1.16 1.19 0.82 0.99 1.04 
5 D 1.40 1.03 1.26 1.34 1.26 
6-7 A 
-----
0.11 0.26 
----
0.19 
6-1 B o.;o 0.70 0.57 0.77 o,68 
6-7 c 0.62 1.39 1.10 1.4) 1.31 
6·7 D 1.18 1.27 1.61 1.57 1.41 
•The numbers1n the fraction ocde represent the respective 
phenol extracts, The letters represents L1Cl concentration 
used tor eluting themr A•0.2 ~. B•0.4 1,, c-o.6 I• D•1.o I• 
l1g1 3• The rate of formation and turnover or nuclear BB.A. 
measured in terms of counts per minute per Jl!1 UMP 
against time after adm1n1atrat1on of 118 pc of 
5-3H-Ur1d1ne. The curves represent the tractions 
of Extract 1 eluted from ECTEQLA with LiCl. 
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Extract 1 is the first extraction by Tris buffer, 
pH 7.2, of a ~henol suspension of nuclear material 
troa the wound tissue grown tor ; da79. Praotion 
A is obtained by elution with 0.2 ! L1Clt B, with 
o.4 I L1Cl1 c. with o.6 I L1Cl in Tris buffer, 
pH 7.21 D, with 1.0 I L1Cl in o.o; I KOH. 
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E1g. !• The rate ot rormat1on and tu.rno1f'er of nuol M.r RNA 
mttasured 1n terms ot counts "Per minute 'er pl!. UMP 
against t1me atter ad.m1n1strar1on or 118 pc ot 
S·)B•Ur1d1ne. The curves reprosent the traet1ona 
ot Extract 2 eluted tro• ECTEOLA with L1Cl. 
Extract 2 1• the aeoond extraot1on by ?r1• buffer, 
pH 7.2, Qf a phenol auapens1on ot nuolear mater1al 
from the wound tissue grown tor 5 4ap. Fraction 
A 1a obtained by elution with 0.2 ! L1Cl 1 B, with 
o.4 ! L1Cl1 c, with o.6 I L1Cl 1n Tri• buttezi', 
pH 7,21 D, with 1.0 1 L1Cl 1n O.O, ! KOH, 
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l2r.1• SI The rate ot formation and turnover ot nuclear INA 
meaeure4 1n terms ot counts per a1nute per pl UMP 
aga1nat t1•• atter a4mln1•trat1on ot 118 pc ot 
5•)B•Ur141ne. The eurvea repre•ent the traot1ons 
ot Bxt:ract )-4 elute4 trom ECTEOLA nth L1Cl. 
Extract )•4 1• the third and tourth eztraot1one by 
Tr1a butter, pH 1.2. ot a phenol auspenaion ot 
nuolear material trom th• wound t1aaue grown tor 
S 4•18• P'raet1on A 1• obtalne4 by elution with 
0.2 B. L1Cl t B, with o.4 I L1Cl t C, w1 th 0.6 ll 
L1Cl in !r1• butter, pH 1·2• D, with 1.0 IL1Cl 
1n 0.05 I KOB. 
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f1g, 61 The rate or formation and turnover of nuclear RNA 
measured in tern ot oounts per minute per }11! UMP 
against time after a4m1n1strat1on ot 118 pc ot 
5.3a-Ur1d1ne, '!'he curves represent the tractions 
or Extract S eluted. trom ECTEOLA with L1Cl. 
Extract S is the t1tth extraction b7 Tris butter, 
pH 8,6, of a phenol awspena1on of' nuclear 1D&ter1al 
from the wound tissue grown tor S dll7•• Fraction 
A 1s obtained by elution with 0.2 I L1Cls B, with 
o.4 l1 LlC11 c. with o.6 I L1Cl 1n Tris butter, 
pH 7.2, D, with 1.0 l! L1Cl in o.o; I KOH. 
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Fig. ?1 The rate or format•on and. turnover of nuclear RN.A 
measured in terms or counts per llinute per pl UMP 
against time after administration of 118 pc ot 
5-JH-Ur1d1ne. The curves represent the tractions 
of Extract 6-? eluted from ECTEOLA with L1Cl. 
Extract 6-7 1s the sixth and seventh extractions 
by 'fr1s butter, pH 8,6, ot a phenol suspension ot 
nuclear material trom the wound tissue grown tor 
; days. P'ract1on A is obtained by elution with 0.2 
! L1ClJ B, with 0,4 ! L1Cls C, with 0,6 li L1Cl 
1n Tris buffer, pH 7,2, D, with 1.0 !LiCl 1n 
0.05 I KOH. 
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were all eluted with 0,2 H L1Cl soltttion. Only 1n the case of 
brain RNA have tractions of such low G+C/A+U value been reported 
(54A), The above A fractions reveal varying turnover rates. 
Judging from the small size (elution with 0.2 11 LiCl) (1351 155), 
and the erratic turnover rates, it seems possible the.t they 
consist mainly of ol1gonucleot1des. 
Fractions 2 B, )-4 B, 5 B and 1 B have G+C/A+U values ot 
O, 76, o. 33±0• 0.3, O, 36 and o. 99, F16ures .3-7 show that the B 
fractions have oons1derably higher rates of turnover than the 
r-.RNA :rraot1ons • These data suggest that these tractions 
contain mostly m-RNA. Based on the similar G+C/A+U values and 
identical turnover rates ot rraotions J-4 B and 5 B, it seems 
possible that these two traot1ons consist mainly ot the same 
t7pe ot m-RNA,, 
Fractions 5 C, 6-7 C and 6-7 D have average G+C/A+U values 
or 1.04, 1.31 and 1.41, respectively. The last t10 mentioned 
fractions have G+c/A+U values reported tor r-BNA. However,. the 
extremely rapid rate ot turnover of these 3 fractions suggests 
that thet ma.7 be m-RNA. 
The remaining RNA tractions. viz. 1 c, 2 c, J-4 c, 1 D, 
2 D, J-4 n and S D, have average G+C/A+U values or about 
1·.44,to.25. The lowest turnoveI· rate 1s shown by these fractions 
(Figures J-7). Undoubtedly, they contain considerable amounts 
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of r-RNA. A comparison ot these nuclear RNA fractions 1s shown 
in Table XI. 
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CHARA.CTlf!l§TIQS OF NUQLIAR BNA PB.ACTIONS 
OBTAIN!ip fBOM S-DAY OLD WOUNJ) TISSUI 
Fraction* 
1 A 
2 A 
3-A A 
SA 
6-7 A 
2 B 
J-4 B 
5 B 
1 B 
6-7 B 
5 c 
6-7 c 
6-7 D 
1 c 
2 c 
J-4 c 
1 D 
Average 
G+C/A+U 
0.13 
0.20 
0.27 
0.18 
0.19 
0.76 
0.33 
0.36 
0.99 
o.68 
1.04 
1.31 
1.41 
1.33 
1.).5 
1.06 
1.55 
2 D 1.59 
3-4 D 1.68 
'i D 1 .26 
'turnover Time 
(min. ) 
4.5 
>60 
4.S 
)'60 
15 
4.5 
)0 
JO 
30 
15 
1.5 
15 
15 
~60 
* S1Jllbols tor tractions as 1n Table x. 
Conolus1on 
Possibly consist 
mainl7 or 
oligonucleotides. 
Typical cellular 
m-RNA. )•4 B and 
5 B possibly are 
of the same type 
of m-RNA. 
m-RNA. 6-7 c and 
6-7 D possibly 
contain m-BN'A or 
collagen masked by 
large amounts ot 
r•BKA. 
r•BNA 
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SU?Il\1A.RX AND CONCLUSIOJ@ 
Female rats were injected suboutaneously w1 th 118 pc ot 
5-3H-Ur1dine. Wound tissue which has regenerated tor 5 days. 
was homogenized and the nuclei isolated by sucrose gradient 
centritUgation. RKA was extracted trom this nuclear material 
suspended 1n phenol by successive volumes ot neutral and 
slightly alkaline Tris butter. Each BNA extract was next 
traot1onated on ECTBOLA column by stepwise elution with 0.2. 
o.4, o.611 L1Cl in neutral butter and with 1.0 .l1LiCl in 
strongly alkaline solution (0,05 I KOH). 
After mild alkaltne hydrolysis, the bases 1n nuclear RNA 
in each ECTEOLA traction were separated on a Dowex 50W•X4 
column. About 320 nucleotide rraotions were isolated. Concent-
ration ot each nucleotide, and subsequently the G+C/A+U ratio, 
was calculated trom the spectrophotometric data at the charaot-
erist1o wave length. 
After spectrophotometric determination, the activity ot 
UMP was assessed by liquid so1nt1llat1on counting. The rate or 
turnover of each RNA traction isolated was obtained by plotting 
spec1t1c activity of UMP against minutes after injection of 
5-)H-Uridine. 
DNA of each tissue sample was determined in the ether 
S8 
preo1p1tate ot phenolic residue by reaction with d1ph8?11'lam1ne. 
In a preliminary experiment with wound tissues whieh had 
grown f'or 8 days, several extracts containing mostly r•RNA. 
and cellular m-RNA were found. fhree tractions ot nuclear RNA 
were tound to have G+C/A+U ratios similar to those calculated 
tor the m-RNA involved in protooollagen synthesis. Since no 
other known m-RNA may be expected to have such a radically high 
G+C/A+U ratio, it was reasonable to believe that these tractions 
really contain the m•RBA required tor protooollagen synthesis. 
The o0llpar1son ot the eighth and titth day RNA fractions 
accentuates the d1tterenoe between the two groups of regeneratins 
wound tissue• viz. the dramatic presence ot the extremely high 
G+C/A+U RNA tractions on the 8Ja1 day. Interestingly enough, 
the synthesis ot collagen is much more vigorous on the 8lJ:l than 
on the 5.!al day after wounding. 
Based on the G+C/A+U ratios and rates of turnover or the 
nuclear RNA from wound tissue grown tor S da.p, a number or 
conelus1ons as to the possible types of RNA they oonta1n could 
be drawn. Five rract1ons appeared to contain pr1mar1ly 
ol1gonucleot1des. Seven tractions have G+C/A+U ratios compara-
ble to that of the reported values ot r-RNA. This tact, coupled 
w1th that of the considerably lower rate or turnover of these 
seven fractions, 1nd1cated that they oonta1n much r-RNA. Six: 
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of the remaining RNA. fractions showed a high rate of turnover 
and have a G+C/A+U ratio matching that of the reported value tor 
cellular m-BNA. The remaining two tractions have a G+C/A+U 
ratio much higher than any thus tar reported m-RNA molecules. 
Both tractions showed an extremely high rate of turnover. 
MoleoUlar weight studies (Thachet, 1967) indicated that the7 
are not t-RNA. 
Based on the high G+c/A+U ratios and the high rate or turn-
over •t the last two mentioned. tractions, 1t is tempting to 
speculate that they contain m-BNA needed tor protocollagen 
synthesis. 
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P~g. 91 Standard curve or UMP, expressed as abaorbanoe 
at 260 m~ vs. concentration ot UMP, 
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l1g. 111 Standard. curve of CMP, expressed as absorbance 
at 279 •J1 vs, concentration or CMP. 
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Df&I ~l 
:a.ASE COMPOSITION or BNA FBACT,ON§ QF 
5-DAY OLD BEGENEBATIIG WOUl!)2 %l~U!! 
Fraction Concentration 
UMP (pJ!) GMP (µ!) AMP (µ11) CM.P (µ!) 
1.l 0.344 0.039 0.105 o. 01.3 
1B o.oso 0.072 0.053 0.064 
10 0.253 0.334 0.210 0.297 
1D 2.453 2.4,51 1.081 2.567 
2A 0.107 0.024 0.037 0.004 
2B o. o4J 0.058 0.062 0.005 
2C o.oa3 0.160 0.077 0.093 
2D 0.567 0.816 o.487 0.696 
3-4A 0.022 0.011 0.011 o.oo; 
.3·4B 0.055 0.013 0.013 0.008 
3-4c 0.088 0.076 o.047 0.051 
J-4D 0.511 0.901 0.)86 0.609 
5A 0.106 0.012 0.011 0.005 
.SB 0.211 0.016 0.017 0.008 
;c 0.027 0.041 0.022 0.017 
5D 0.060 0.074 0.031 0.054 
g-?A o.ooi 0.100 0.025 0.003 
6-'lB 0.028 0.009 0.007 0.002 
6-7C 0.095 0.044 0.033 0.035 
6-7D 0.051 0.051 0.029 o.o4J 
* The tractions are abtained trom wound tissues harvested at 
15 minutes after the adm1n1strat1on of 118 pc of .5-'H·Ur1d1ne. 
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TABLE XIII 
BASI ~QMPOSITION OP !JY: FBA~~IOI§ QP 
S·DAY OLD REGE!Efu\!I!G WOUND alSSY15* 
Praot1on Concentration 
UMP (p&) GKP (Pl!) AMP (Pl) CMP ()11) 
1 A 0.208 0.028 o.047 0.011 
1 B 0.023 0.059 0.057 0.057 
1 c 0.289 o.402 0.232 0.315 
1 D 1.8)0 2.949 1.290 2.399 
2A 0.127 0.015 0.029 0.005 
2 B 0.033 0.029 O.O)O 0.025 
2 c 0.076 0.099 0.061 0.083 
2 D 0.514 0.788 0.392 0.681 
):4A 0.119 0.010 0.016 o.odli 
J-4 B 0.032 0.021 0.031 0.025 
)-4 c 0.071 0.076 0.052 0.071 
)-4 D o.401 0.510 0.264 o.490 
5 A. 0.033 0.005 0.007 0.003 
5 B 0.021 0.006 0.012 0.006 
5 c o.046 0.049 0.028 0.039 
5 D 0.088 0.078 0.044 0.057 
6-7 A 0.018 0.002 0.004 0.002 
6-7 B 0.014 0.015 0.014 0.005 
6-7 c 0.015 0.029 0.020 0.019 
6-7 D 0.11) 0.124 0.061 0.103 
• '?he tractions are obtained trom wound tissues harf"ested at 
JO minutes atter the administration ot 118 pc ot 5·'H·Uri41ne. 
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l'.All·tl ID: 
~i gotl~lil!2li Qf I&\ W~.iOfD Pl 
s.i:-rM.l ~ BB¥11m&'l'D!£t ~ a:msn!i2* 
Praot1ola Coneenti-at1on 
UMP ()II) GMP (Pl) AMP CµM) CMP ()ll) 
1 A 0.207 0.033 o.12s 0.012 
1 B o.oso 0.073 o.oso 0.056 
1 c 0.185 0.24.5 0.006 0,004 
1 D ,,])3 4,0)8 2.188 )140) 
2 A Oe11H> 0.028 o.MS 0.022 
2 B o.046 0.034 0.,033 0.024 
2 c o.404 o.1S9 0.103 0.140 
2 D o.477 0,437 0,331 0.618 
)-liA 5.142 o'.018 0.026 u d.ooi 
)-4 B 0,349 o.01s 0.033 0.004 
3-4 c 0.032 o.oa9 o.048 0.072 
3•4 D 0.362 0.597 0.274 o.so6 
a.oa •• I• o:oa I " o.024 I a.ob\ SA 
s li o.01s 0.006 0.001 0.004 
s c 0.121 0.072 o.043 0.062 
SD 0.113 0.212 0.140 0.183 
6-1 A o.OQ ' 0.011 o.009 0.004 ' 
6-7 B 0.016 0.009 0.011 0.006 
6-7 c o.os4 0.054 o.o,a o.041 
6-7 D 0.218 0.349 0.168 0.270 
• The traot1ona are obtained troll wound tissues barYeste4 at 
45 minutes attar the adnlln1strat1o• ot 118 pc ot s-'H-Ur1dlne, 
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:r.a;m~1 A! 
BA.Si ~QMPOSITION OF B6' f.B42~I2!§ Qf 
S•PAI QldD BEGl!m!AiitiG WOUND ~I§§;JJ§* 
Fraction Concentration 
UMP (p.Ji) GMP (Pl!) AMP (11!1) CMP (Pll,) 
1 A o.j17 o.1g'li: 0.161 d.145 
1 B 0.056 o.046 0.038 0.042 
1 c 0.259 0.314 0.158 0.221 
1 D 1.540 2.627 0.371 0.653 
2.A 0.044 0.011 0.034 0.012 
2 B 0.023 0.022 0.022 0.014 
2 c 0.065 o.o~4 0.063 0.064 
2 D 0.111 0.242 0.090 0.102 
;-Ii A o. oliii o.01K 0.013 0.004 
)•4 B 0.032 0.015 0.025 0.004 
J-4 c 0.068 0.072 0.063 0.065 
J-4 D 0.282 o.447 0.192 0.)68 
SA 0.033 0.0013 0.017 0.064 
SB 0.024 0.007 0.007 0.003 
5 c O.O)J 0.032 o. 02'.3 0.024 
.5 D 0.1,9 0.179 0.110 0.154 
l;.7 A 0.033 0.020 0.006 0.002 
6-7 .a 0.019 0.016 0.014 0.009 
6-7 c 0.064 0.088 0.052 0.077 
6-7 D 0.209 o.442 0.234 0.253 
* The traot1ons are obtained from wound tissues harvested at 
60 minutes after the adm1n1strat1on of 118 pC ot 5•.3H-Ur1d1ne. 
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1~l~i 
''+u 21 Hi:+~U Aim 'itom NY~ll2i1D~ Qf iHA WQllom 
S-DAY ON» RiQENEflATING WPYNP tJSSW@* 
Fraction (G+C) (p!) (A+U) (µ!) Total Nucleotides ()1!1) 
1 A o.448 0.052 o.soo 
1 B 0.133 0.135 0.270 
1 c o.462 0.630 0.999 
1 D 3.534 5.017 8.550 
2 A 0.144 0.028 0.172 
2 B 0.10; 0.06J 0.168 
2 c 0.159 0.253 o.413 
2 D 1.054 1.512 2.565 
J-Ji A O.O)j 0.016 o.048 
)•4 B 0.069 0.020 0.088 
J-4 c o.11s 0.127 0.260 
J-4 D 0.897 1.509 2.406 
SA o.11a 0.017 0.134 
5 B 0.229 0.023 0.251 
s c 0.050 0.057 0.106 
5 D 0.091 0.128 0.219 
6.7 A 0.031 ...... -
-----
6-7 B 0.036 0.011 o.046 
6-7 c 0.128 0.078 0.205 
6-7 D o.oao 0.094 0.174 
*'?he fractions are obtained.from wound tissues harvested at 
15 minutes after the administration of 118pC of 5-JH-Uridine. 
AffENlUI D 
'.l'ARJ.£1 l!i& 
90 
<A+u >, cq+c) ANQ ,xoi.Y. MY£L~Qtlllf§ Of BW. flAgtIQl§ 
Fraction (G+C) (pl;!) (A+u) <p!U Total Iiuoleotides 
1 A 0.256 0.0)8 0.29 
1 B o.oeo 0.116 0.20 
1 c 0.521 0.111 1.24 
1 D ).120 s.,4a 8.4? 
0.15&' • 0.026 o.1n 2 A 
2 B 0.062 0.054 0.12 
2 c 0.137 e.183 0.)2 
2 D 0.906 1.470 2.)8 
l-'.4 A I fl 0.014 0.135 _0.1.5 
)-4 B 0.063 0.046 0.11 
)-4 c 0.123 0.147 0.21 
)-4 D 0.665 1.060 1.7) 
SA o. ott:o 0.008 ' o.os 
s. ' 0.033 0.022 o.o.s 
5 c 0.014 o.oes 0.16 
5 D 0.131 o.tl5 0.27 
~-1 A 0.022 0.002 0.02 
6-7 B 0.028 0.020 o.os 
6-? c 0.0)4 0.048 o.oa 
6-7 D 0.179 0.221 o.41 
* The fraot1ons are obtained from wound tiseuea harvested at 
(p£i 
JO minutes atter the a4m1n1strat1on of 118 pC ot 5•)Ii•Ur1d1ne. 
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'.fAB&I I!~ ;u; 
'A+ul I Hi+Ql Alm TQW; NU~§Ol'.IDI? Qf R~ F§A~·QMS 
gE S-D~I ~ BIGl!fi!AiING WOUJtD TISSU~* 
Fraction (G+C) (P!1) (A+u) ()1!1) Total Nucleotides (pl) 
1 A 0.))2 6.044 0.)8 • 
1 B 0.129 0.129 0.26 
1 c 0.191 0.247 o.44 
1 D 5.521 7.441 12.96 
2 A 0.191 0.049 0.24 
2 B 0.079 0.058 0.14 
2 c 0.507 0.299 0.81 
2 D o.aoa 
-------
---9; j-4 A 0.167 e.022 0.19 
)•4 B 0.)82 0.020 o.4o 
J-4 c 0.080 0.161 0.24 
)-4 D 0.635 1.103 1.74 
SA .o.d71 6.o6S o.oB 1 
5 B 0.021 0.009 O.OO) 
s c 0.164 0.134 0.30 
SD 0.312 0.395 0.71 
6-7 A 0.053 0.014 o.67 • 
6-7 B 0.026 0.015 o.o4 
6-7 c 0.092 0.101 0.19 
6-7 D 0.385 0.619 1.00 
• '?he fractions are obtained from wound tissues harvested at 
45 minutes after the adm1n1st•at1on of 118 pC of S·'H-Ur1d1ne. 
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'W&:i ,., 
!l!.Wl I 'G+Ql Alm ~OW; IU~iQ:tm;m Ili RD WS2:tl21§ 
PROM S-PAX OLD REGEifEB.ATING WOUND fISSUl@* 
Pract1on (G+C) (µ!) (A+u) (µI1) Total Nucleotides (Jll:t) 
1 A o.478 0.178 o.66 
1 B 0.093 0.088 0.18 
1 c o.41? 0.535 0.95 
1 D 1.910 3.280 5.19 
2 A 0.078 0.031 0.109 
2 B o.044 0.036 o.oa 
2 c 0.129 0.147 0.28 
2 D 0.202 0.345 o.ss 
J-4 A 0.059 0.020 o.oa 
J-4 B 0.057 0.020 o.os 
3-4 c 0.131 0.137 1.os1 
J-4 D o.474 0.815 1.72 
5 A 0.050 0.010 0.06 
5 B 0.031 0.008 o.04 
s c 0.057 0.056 0.11 
5 D 0.249 0.333 o • .ss 
6-7 A 0.039 .... __ ._ ...... 
6-7 B 0.032 0.025 0.,06 
6-7 c 0.115 0.165 0.28 
6-7 D o.44J 0.696 1.14 
* The fractions are obtained from wound tissues harvested at 
60 minutes after the adm1n1strat•on of 118 pC ot S-JH-Ur141ne. 
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